BIOMASS, a natural and sustainable source of energy,
from agriculture and forestry wastes residues.

Why should you choose
Biomass?
Because it is and endless energy source.
Because it means savings over 70% to fossil fuels.
Because the safety and comfort at home with latest
technological advances in heating and
conditioning.

W ho benefits?
To Agriculture:
They get rid of the pruning residues
without extra costs.
The olive oil idustry:
The olive is used entirely, changing
resisues in valuable resources.

BIOMASS

The environment:
With a neutral CO2 balance, replaces
the dependence of fossil fuels.

A never ending energy source

The society:
Promotes rural areas and the develop
employment.
Insulation
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Energy exploitation of olive residual:
Olive
Stone

Moisture

%

UNE- EN 14774-3

Base on a fully sustainable process:
Taking away the olive flesh.

Calorific Value net*

4.615 Kcal/Kg

UNE-EN 14918

Ashes*

%

UNE-EN 13775

Pruning
waste

≤ 15%

Our business focuses on Biomass management,
enhancing agricultural residues.

Moisture

%

UNE- EN 14774-3

Calorific Value net*

1,06%

≤ 15%
4.284 Kcal/Kg

UNE-EN 14918

Reducing the olive stone moisture through a
drying process natural/industrial low clean
energy consumption.
(photovoltaic and micro generation)

%

UNE-EN 13775

We analyze the most efficient and easy keeping installation
for each client.
We advise the best way to adapt your installation.
We ensure biomass supply and it price by contract
for 3 to 5 years.
We keep and average stock of 10,000 tonnes
olive stone.

Reaching the resources, we connect the supply chain.

We guarantee your complete satisfaction

Offering an integrated residues management; convenience and saving.
Controlling product quality from the source.

4,52%

Committed of high quality biomass constant supply.
Moisture

%

UNE- EN 14774-3

Secured and continuous distribution by formats adjusted to
each requirement:
Pneumatic impulsion and unloading vacuum service
up to 40 meters length to collection point .

≤ 15%

Palletized bags of 20 kg for small equipment or manual load.

Calorific Value net*

4.369 Kcal/Kg

UNE-EN 14918

Ashes*

Comprehensive service:

Ensuring product specifications

Ashes*

Chips

Peláez renovables Services:

%

UNE-EN 13775

2,00%

Andalucía has an enormous potential :
175 million olive trees that produces
5 million tonnes per year of olive,
that are equivalent to 500,000 toe/year
of clean energy.

1 Tonne Big Bag for larger installations.
Bulk.
Industry and big installations, we will suite our client
management profile to any requirement .

Toe: tonne oil equivalent

* Results expressed on dry basis

Laboratories Analysis:

A clean, odorless and completely safe service.

